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Life is meant to be fun. We understood this instinctively as kids, but in some way forgot on the way to
adulthood. Help to make it an excellent one. In his enlightening reserve, author and artist Jason Kotecki
uncovers some of the most useless rules so you can shift perspective and begin seeing the world with
wonder once again. But there's a better way.It's time to end living by someone else's rules. Your life is a tale,
and a brief one at that. We got occupied and overwhelmed, started valuing points that don't matter, and
learned to check out the guidelines that don't actually exist:hate mondaysonly commemorate when the
calendar gives you permissiondon't make a messdon't play hookyhide your weirdnesshide your wrinklescare
what other people thinkFollowing these so-called rules is a terrific way to tension you out, sap your energy,
and make certain a boring life.
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Write yourself a authorization slip and GO FOR IT! A Must-Browse for all "Mature" Adults! The book was
enjoyable and makes you stop to take into account how you live your life. LOL!It's a quick read (more
challenging to DO, based on how severe your "adultitis" is), but you'll hold picking it up for the beautiful
illustrations. It's an ideal gift book, specifically for those events when people might be acquiring themselves
or their circumstances a bit too significantly.Everyone who's leafed thru my copy loves it all. hmm... Or, I
possibly could just buy them a copy, as well.actually, I may need among those small chains like on the pens
at the bank! This is a wonderfully quirky book that's filled up with fun inspiration! The writer has a
wonderful way with his terms that opened my eye to new methods to look at things. This book is
WONDERFUL! Kotecki would approve. Have obtained and given many copies.) requires a break from the
stresses of everyday life, this is actually the book for you (and them)! Happy Reading! Many thanks for
composing it. This full-color, whimsically illustrated publication is indeed much more than just the beautiful
images that help bring the messages the writer is portraying alive. especially mainly because the group could
include fieldtrips--and DARES! I'm an enormous Kotecki and Get away Adultitis fan. Actually, I bought ten
even more copies to give as gifts. The author has found a way to connect to the kid within us. It's everything
a self-help book should be, and so, a lot more!!! :) Love the whimsical artwork Like the whimsical artwork;
I'm an enormous believer in looking for joy in every stuff, and Penguins Can't Fly offers given me a lot more
motivation to do just that! Bought as gifts, but my children wants a duplicate of our own! There is a get rid
of for Adultitis, and this book can help everyone discover it. I think Mr. It is usually filled with thought
provoking fun-stuffed artwork by Jason Kotecki. His childlike pleasure in everyday encounters with lifestyle
could have you laughing at yourself for every one of the guidelines you've been living by that don't matter.
Fun, Fabulous, and Fantastic! ) A reminder that people have so many guidelines for lifestyle-- that don't can
be found-- and that it is time to remember how to enjoy life as well This is my Head to Book for birthdays,
graduations, wedding showers, baby showers and because! :) A reminder that we have so many rules for
existence-- that don't exist-- and that it is time to remember how exactly to enjoy life aswell. A Refreshing
Read This book is a superb eye-opener. My favorite passage is to learn to be "simply brave plenty of" and
take some risk and await the results. I'm so excited to see the looks on the faces of the lucky recipients -- this
publication is one you really have to discover to believe. We have been "caged" into "adultitis" as he
correctly phone calls it and unless we end and spend sometime getting bored life may just pass us by.
Humorous at times but usually with a deep message. If it works well it is great and if its not really for you
then you learned what not to try again. Wonderful illustrations and stories This book is amazing and one I
can't stop reading. I unquestionably love, love, love this reserve. Jason's brilliant artwork and playful writing
bring a feeling of fun to the very essential topic--how to LIVE for if you are alive! This lovely little book is
a must read for anyone who thinks he/she is all grown-up and fully mature. Jason Kotecki reminds us that
existence can be fun and silly and full of surprises, especially for those people who are entering their
"second childhood" and who are prepared to enjoy it! I ordered a box of these books and will provide them
with to family and friends as a reminder present that we don't have to get old at heart. Great book. Jason not
only has amazing illustrations in the book, he also has stories about guidelines that do not can be found and
how exactly we can get away the thinking we've been conditioned to believe. I find the book inspiring and
one of my favorites to learn. I escaped Adulthood! Wonderful read! Allows you to refocus your energies on
what is really important in life. Very thought provoking. A lot more exciting than 'self-help' books full grim
statistics about stress, you'll just get an eye-opening jump start recognizing "Guidelines That DON'T
EXIST", and also tons of fun ideas for breaking them! Probably it is time to have more fun. Five Stars This
book is so funny and reminds me to find the kid inside and let her out! Great pics! This book opened my
eyes. I adored it and strongly suggest this to anyone of any age group! Interesting and enjoyable Wonderful
book. If you, (or other people you know! Filled with fun inspiration!! I think this would make an inspired
publication club selection, too; Like Jason Kotecki's Escape Adulthood attitude and to make life fun!!
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